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Abstract.
LES and wind tunnel studies have shown significant benefit when allowing turbines (T) in a

wind farm to adopt different heights. This work presents two new genetic algorithms (GA) that
perform wind farm layout optimization (WFLO) involving continuous and top-unconstrained
Z-coordinate (XYZ-WFLO), applied to different power densities (PD) and using Horns Rev 1 as
case study. One provides each turbine the possibility to adopt any height (XY ZInd). The other
is a self-adaptive GA allowing turbines to automatically cluster into a fixed number of maximum
heights (XY ZClus). When considering 80T, compared to the baseline the levelized cost of energy
(LCOE) is reduced up to 2.3% (XY ZInd), vs. a 0.88% improvement obtained through XY-
WFLO. XY ZClus shows performances close to XY ZInd even with just 2 Z-clusters (2%), which
can entail a more feasible solution for the industry. The allowance for different heights exerts the
main role in the performance improvement, in contrast to merely allowing turbines to increase
their height. Results considering different PD yield the optimum XYZ-WFLO performance
through 70T (2.5% LCOE decrease), while XY-WFLO provides best results considering 60T
(1.5%). This indicates that the most efficient XYZ-WFLO solution also allows for bigger power
productions. The benefit of XYZ-WFLO against XY-WFLO increases with PD. The optimized
solutions arrange turbines into very few different heights, whose amount is positively related to
PD. Finally, it is verified that the solutions attained reproduce the vertically staggered patterns
proposed in conceptual studies (LES, wind tunnel).

1. Introduction
Several studies involving wind tunnel experiments (e.g., [1]) or large eddy simulations (LES) (e.g,.
[2, 3]) have shown that assigning different hub heights to the turbines in a wind farm can produce
an increase of the overall power output, due to the reduction of wake effects among turbines. On
the other hand, deterministic optimization studies (e.g., [4]) have shown substantial benefit when
investigating alternative single heights for the turbines in a wind farm other than the default one
in operation. The optimization problem becomes remarkably more complex when each of the
turbine positions in a wind farm has to be optimized. This optimization, better known as wind
farm layout optimization (WFLO) when involving the turbine positioning in the XY plane, has
proven to be a useful resource when aiming to minimize power losses associated with turbine
wakes in a wind farm [5]. Although most WFLO contributions are limited to the optimization in
the XY plane considering a single, fixed hub height, in recent years some works have investigated
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the potential benefit of allowing turbines adopting different heights other than the default one.
For instance, [3] optimized the turbine hub heights within the baseline layout of the Lillgrund
wind farm, whereas [6] did so for the Princes Amalia wind farm conditions for two groups of
variable turbine heights while analyzing its sensitivity to different parameters. [7] applied WFLO
in the XY plane (XY-WFLO) by considering three different turbine models, each of them with
a different fixed hub height, while [8] applied a greedy algorithm to a gridded XY plane using
two different hub height turbines. Finally, [9] applied gradient-based optimization involving
XY-WFLO coupled to the optimization of two different types of possible turbine sizes, each
turbine model involving its own hub height. In this work, we investigate the potential benefit
of carrying out an XYZ wind farm layout optimization considering a fully unconstrained and
continuous Z search space (hereafter XYZ-WFLO), by applying WFLO-oriented gradient-free,
meta-heuristic optimization algorithms to a real wind farm. We apply this approach to different
number of turbines, with the aim to better understand the sensitivity of the XYZ-WFLO benefit
to the power density in the wind farm.

2. Methodology
This work carries out XYZ-WFLO considering a real wind farm as case study, the Horns Rev
I (HR1) wind farm (with 80 m rotor diameter, 2-MW Vestas V-80 turbines). In addition to
the original 80 turbines, we applied it to different power density (PD) cases, those related to a
number of turbines ranging between 20 and 120. For comparison, an XY-WFLO optimization
from [10] is also carried out using a fixed hub height of 70 m (the baseline case, that in operation
at HR1).

All the optimizations are carried out by means of Genetic Algorithms (GA). GAs are a
type of meta-heuristic optimization tools in the field of artificial intelligence that rely on the
laws ruling natural evolution to obtain an optimized solution from a sub-optimal one [11]. As
seen in [5, 12], meta-heuristics are the most widely employed strategy when addressing WFLO
problems, GAs being the most used ones within this category. Meta-heuristic algorithms have
shown high performance in the WFLO problem, also when compared to deterministic, gradient-
based approaches [13], especially when considering realistic (with a sufficiently big number of
angular sectors in the wind rose to prevent blind spots, see [7, 10]) and complex (high number of
turbines) WFLO problems (as e.g., [14], case 4). This is due to the capacity of non-deterministic,
meta-heuristic algorithms as GA to successfully address highly complex (non-convex, NP-hard)
problems such as WFLO, characterized by a high dimensionality due to the large number of
variables (turbines) and a continuous search space [13, 15] (in XY and especially in XYZ).

In this work, we introduce two new GAs especially designed for the XYZ-WFLO problem,
whose crossover is inspired by the Crossover-Elitist Genetic Algorithm (CEGA [10]), a GA
especially designed for WFLO that showed higher performance vs. the other few realistic
approaches.

2.1. The levelized cost of energy (LCOE) as a height-dependent cost function

To properly address the XYZ-WFLO problem, the cost function considered by the applied
GAs must involve the turbine tower penalization with height. This can be attained through an
economic cost function such as the levelized cost of energy (LCOE). LCOE has been used in
numerous WFLO works [5, 16], including some related to the hub height optimization [6, 7, 9].
Here, we considered the LCOE definition from NREL [17]:

LCOE =

∑Y
y=1

CIy+COy+CFy

(1+r)y∑Y
y=1

Ey

(1+r)y

, (1)
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where CIy , COy , CFy and Ey respectively represent the investment cost, the operation and
maintenance cost, the fuel cost and the produced energy at year y, whereas r is the discount
rate, throughout a lifespan period Y of 25 years (here CFy=0). The expressions used for CIy
(CapEx), COy (OpEx) and Ey are adopted from [16] (Apendix 1). The cost penalization with
height CT z(z) was included in the investment cost CIy through the turbine cost CT . The set
up of CT z(z) is fundamental in the cost function of any XYZ-WFLO approach, as it defines
the optimization through the z coordinate. Different works [4, 18] have used linear expressions
to derive CT z(z). Here, an expression was derived for the turbine cost variation with height
CT z(z), which involves nonlinear cost variations with height of both the turbine tower Ct(z)
and the turbine foundations Cf (z):

CT z(z) = Ct(z) + Cf (z) . (2)

With that, that the overall costs per turbine are now

CT (z) = CT 0 + CT z(z) = CT 0 + Ct(z) + Cf (z) (3)

where CT 0 represents all the turbine costs related to elements that do not dependent on z
(rotor, blades, nacelle, etc.). For this work, in the baseline case CT (z) has the same value as CT

in [16]. This means that CT 0 = CT b − Ct(70)− Cf (70), CT b being CT in [16].
In the following, the height-varying costs are briefly described. Firstly, the variation of the

foundation costs with height Cf (z) relies on [19], which proposed a power law expression for
the foundation costs (Eq. in 3.4.1.18) that depends on both the rotor swept area and the hub
height. Because the expression therein was oriented to onshore turbines, in this work we adapted
it to the Horns Rev I offshore costs by updating the constant term. To do so, we cleared it by
substituting the rest of elements with the HR1 features, i.e., rotor diameter, hub height and
foundation costs. The HR1 foundation costs per turbine is reported at 0.7Me [20]. Once the
constant was determined, the following expression was obtained:

Cf (z) = 4036.73(zπ(D/2)2)0.4037 (4)

where z and D stand for the hub height and the rotor diameter, respectively. The obtained
expression is consistent with the foundation cost dependency with the water depth in [21], when
considering water depths of 10 m (the average depth at HR1).

In turn, tower costs Ct(z) were set by considering real market costs (production,
transportation and installation) from the NMT-segmented modular tower (NMT hereafter)
models by Northstar [22] (table 1). NMTs were considered for this work due to their lower
costs compared to steel tube or hybrid concrete-steel towers, at the same time that are designed
to reach higher heights than those types [22]. In addition, we considered NMT market costs
as they entail a more conservative approach (with 15%-50% higher costs) compared to the
expressions applied to similar heights in [4, 18].

Table 1. Total turbine tower cost with respect to height used for this work (NMT-segmented
from [22]). An exchange rate of 0.9 e/USD is applied.

Height (m) 95 110 125 140 155
Cost (e) 512,092 640,978 789,575 973,885 1,163,974

The considered NMT models involved costs for heights from 95 m (0.51Me) to 155 m
(1.16Me). Although NMTs have been reportedly scalable for hub heights above 160 m [23],
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no information on their associated costs was found. For the sake of model completeness, in
this work theoretical cost values were assigned for 200 m and 300 m heights. Following once
more a conservative approach, these costs were set to 2Me and 8Me respectively, well above
the prediction by a quadratic polynomial fit applied through the NMT reported values (1.89Me
and 4.24Me, respectively). The considered values were used to fit a spline curve used for Ct(z).
A minimum height was set to 60 m, so that rotors stay at least 20 m above the sea surface.

Figure 1 depicts the variation of Ct, Cf and CT z with height. The obtained expressions for
Ct and Cf provide a relative contribution to CT z of 82% and 18%, respectively, for a height
variation from 70 to 200 m, and 58% and 42%, respectively, when considering a height increase
from 70 m to 90 m.

Figure 1. Cost variation with height of the turbine foundations Cf (Z) (red solid), the turbine
tower Ct(Z) (blue solid) and the overall cost variation with height CT z (black solid). Tower
cost values from [22] (blue circles), their order-2 polynomial fit (blue dashed) and the tower cost
assigned values for model completeness (hollow blue circles) are also shown.

In most WFLO works, the annual energy production Ey is computed through analytical wake
flow models. Indeed, being able to reproduce the turbine wakes in a wind farm allows computing
the incoming wind velocity at each rotor, which in turn allows the calculation of the power (and
thus the energy) output. The rapid computation of analytical wake models makes them well
suited for WFLO, because it allows testing hundreds of flow regimes and layout configurations
in a few seconds. The analytical wake model developed by [24, 25] was the first to apply mass
and momentum conservation through a Gaussian (self-similar) wake profile. Its higher accuracy
compared to previous, traditionally used models such as [26] led us to consider it to compute
the total power output in the wind farm. Following typical offshore values [27], the physical
conditions used in the analytical model were set to a turbulence intensity level of 7% and a
roughness length of 0.0002 m. Finally, the incoming wind velocity was computed through a
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72-sector wind rose [10, 16] based on met mast (62 m) data from HR1 [28], whereas the wind
velocity values for other heights were computed by extrapolation using the logarithmic wind
velocity profile [29].

2.2. Two novel XYZ-WFLO genetic algorithms

Two different XYZ-WFLO ad-hoc GAs were implemented here for the first time. Beyond
considering the defined LCOE as the cost function, both consider a tournament selection
procedure (k=2), an elitist-crossover operator inspired by CEGA (adapted here to XYZ-WFLO)
and a mutation operator composed of two parameters, mutation rate Mr (between 0 and 1) and
mutation size MS (which are set independently for XY and for Z).

A first algorithm was designed in such a way that each individual turbine can be placed at any
height beyond 60 m (hereafter XY ZInd WFLO algorithm). After a comprehensive sensitivity
analysis based on performance, the mutation values were defined as MrXY = MrZ=0.1 and
MSZ=10m, whereas MSXY resulted in two different values depending on the PD, with MSXY

of 60 m for 20T-40T, 80 m for 60T-80T, and 100 m for 100T-120T. The fact that the amount
of mutation results inversely to the PD highlights the need in a GAs for a balance between
exploration and exploitation [10]. Indeed, this reflects that bigger MSs can be more efficient
when covering the exploration of less densely populated search spaces, whereas smaller amounts
of mutation will be required for more strongly crowded wind farms (because keeping the same
size of mutation would lead to a lack of convergence due to an excess of randomness).

In second place, a novel, self-adaptive algorithm was developed, which clusters the turbines
into a limited maximum number of different heights (XY ZClus WFLO algorithm). This was
considered as a solution that explores the continuous Z space while entailing a practical solution
for the industry, as only a few specific amount of different tower heights need to be produced.
To allow the GA exploration attain a solution as global as possible, the number of Z-clusters,
their heights and the number of turbines at each cluster were set as self-adaptive according to
performance during the optimization process. This means that the levels and the amount of
turbines (T) at each level are able to continuously evolve through the continuous Z search space.
XY ZClus WFLO algorithm was considered for 1, 2, 3 and 10 maximum possible different heights.
This time the defined mutation operators were MrXY = MrZ=0.1, and MSXY = MSZ=5. The
fact of MS values being so small and constant through PD in this case can be related to different
factors. Firstly, the number of turbines being set in the same XY level is higher (so that the
relative PD in the XY plane is bigger than in XY ZInd). Secondly, the amount of levels is self-
regulated though PD (when PD grows, a bigger amount of preferred Z-levels is generated, this
balancing the amount of turbines per level).

For both XY ZInd and XY ZClus WFLO GAs, all turbines were set to depart the optimization
from one single level at 70 m. To grant all algorithms with similar possibilities, a termination
condition of a fixed amount of generations was imposed for all of them. 2000 generations was
set as a trade-off between computational cost and performance.

3. Results
3.1. Optimization of the operational case (80 turbines)

Results for the case with 80 turbines (the amount in operation at HR1) show that the XY ZInd

configuration provides the lowest LCOE (6.3 ce/kW). This represents a 2.3% improvement with
respect to the baseline (6.45 ce/kW), and entails 2.6 times the LCOE decrease obtained through
the XY-WFLO (0.88%). However, results reveal a very similar and competitive improvement
when applying the self-adaptive XY ZClus algorithm, especially when considering two or more Z-
clusters. Indeed, although within XY ZClus the performance is positively related to the amount
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of defined clusters (1, 2, 3 or 10), considering only 2 different heights is enough to attain a 2%
LCOE decrease (i.e., 78% of the improvement through XY ZInd).

In contrast, XY Z1Clus case shows very small improvement with respect to the XY-WFLO
algorithm. This evidences that for the cost function considered, allowing for different heights
plays the most important role when obtaining a benefit in applying XYZ-WFLO, whereas merely
allowing for a higher turbine height per se has a marginal impact. Indeed, the optimal height
obtained for XY Z1Clus was 79.45 m, not far from the baseline height (70 m). For comparison,
in a scenario with a milder cost increase with height (as e.g, if not considering Cf (z)), the fact
of increasing the hub height alone does have a role, the improvement of XY Z1Clus compared to
XY-WFLO being remarkably bigger as here (not shown).

In addition, besides the final optimized LCOE values, the evolution of the LCOE optimization
by the different algorithms (figure 2) shows that tools involving more than one possible height
(i.e., all except XY-WFLO and XY Z1Clus) present a higher rate of optimization after 500
generations compared to XY-WFLO and XY Z1Clus, which show signs of significant stagnation
already after that point in the evolution. This difference can be attributed to the larger number
of possible heights in the rest of the cases, which increases the problem dimensionality compared
to XY-WFLO and XY Z1Clus, and suggest that some margin of improvement might still be
achieved with longer runs, especially for XY Z10Clus and XY ZInd.

Figure 2. LCOE evolution followed by the applied GAs for XYZInd-WFLO, XY ZClus−WFLO
and XY −WFLO.

The obtained solution for the XY ZInd algorithm has an average turbine height of 89 m.
Therein, two clusters of turbine heights can be identified (fig. 3a,b). The first one is located at
the lowest level (around 60 m), gathering around 62% of the rotors. A second cluster of turbines,
more sparse than the first one, can be identified at heights between 110 m and 171 m, gathering
32.5% of the turbines (only 5 turbines being left in between the two groups), and showing mean
and median heights of 143 m and 145 m, respectively.

It is clear that for the turbines not belonging to the first cluster, the penalization with height
is smaller than the power losses due to wake effects if staying at lower levels. Specifically, the
fact that the second cluster is centered slightly above one diameter distance (+1D) from the 60
m turbine cluster shows that the benefit with height tends to occur when rotors are clearly less
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influenced by the turbines at a lower level. This height clustering pattern is even clearer in the
rest of XY ZClus solutions, i.e., XY Z2Clus, XY Z3Clus and XY Z10Clus, all of them reproducing
the two turbine heights, the highest one at 130 m, 140 m and 143 m, respectively, and the lowest
one centered at 60 m for all cases. This is especially relevant looking at the XY Z3Clus and
XY Z10Clus cases, as they still produce solutions with only two different heights despite having
the allowance to arrange turbines into more heights. An explanation for this seems to be related
to the upper level cluster, which appears to find an especially balanced trade-off at a specific
level: lower heights would generate bigger wake effects, whereas higher levels would increase the
height-related costs.

These aspects are also different in a scenario of a less penalizing cost with height (again, e.g.,
not considering Cf variations with height), for which less ratio of turbines stays in the lowest
level, and for which XY Z3Clus and XY Z10Clus do define three and five clearly differentiated
heights, respectively (not shown).

Regarding the layout of the obtained solutions, results show a general pattern consisting of
turbines arranged into segments or clusters (as in e.g., XYZInd-WFLO, fig. 3c), due to the
cost minimization of the electricity cable interconnecting the turbines (as also seen in [16]).
Remarkably, in general these segments are observed to keep a vertically staggered pattern,
reproducing the staggered configurations investigated in conceptual studies via LES (e.g., [2, 3]).

Figure 3. (a) Obtained vertical layout, (b) distribution of the count of turbines according to
height, (c) horizontal layout and (d) distribution of the count of turbines according to their
distance to the wind farm perimeter, for the XYZInd-WFLO solution and comparison to the
XY-WFLO solution. Turbine heights at (a,c) are proportional to the darkness of the dots.

Finally, as seen in other works e.g., [10], results show once again the wind farm perimeter
as a prevailing region for turbine positioning, due to its higher probability to be exposed to
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undisturbed flows. However, now, due to the enabling of the Z coordinate, a bigger amount
of turbines can be set on it through the XYZ-WFLO approaches compared to XY-WFLO. For
instance, XYZInd-WFLO shows an average distance to the perimeter 18% smaller than XY-
WFLO (fig. 3c,d). This behavior also occurs for the XY ZClus solutions when NClus >1, where
biggest improvements are observed.

3.2. Sensitivity of the optimization performance to the power density

To investigate the impact of the power density in the LCOE optimization, the XY-WFLO
and all the XYZ-WFLO algorithms were applied to the same wind farm area (HR1) but
considering an amount of turbines (T) ranging from 20 to 120. Figure 4 shows a summary of
the obtained relative LCOE improvements with respect to the baseline layout for all algorithms
implemented. As expected, a too small power density produces high costs due to the scalability
factor associated to fixed costs such as the project planning, the need to build an offshore
substation or maintenance and operations. On the other side, a too high PD also produces
high costs, due to the excess of power losses associated to wake effects. In this study, these two
scenarios take place for 20T and 120T, respectively. Similarly as in 80T, for the rest of PDs the
main improvement factor is also the separation into different heights, whereas only allowing for
a single height increase does not provide substantial skill.

Figure 4. LCOE variation (%) with respect to the baseline case (HR1 operational layout), for
different amount of turbines, for results obtained in the XY-WFLO (baseline height, 70 m) and
XYZ-WFLO problems.

After running the algorithms for intervals of 20T, results showed the 60T case as clearly the
optimum PD for cases where only 1 turbine height is involved (XY-WFLO and XY ZClus), with
nearly a 1.5% LCOE decrease with respect to the baseline layout. However, the algorithms
enabling more than one height provided very similar results for 60T and 80T, which suggested
that a more performing solution should be found in between. This led us to run an additional
case for 70T, which indeed provided the highest performing solutions, with 2.5% and 2.25%
LCOE decreases against the baseline for XY ZInd and XY Z2Clus, respectively. This highlights
the twofold added value of considering a continuous Z-space XYZ layout with allowance for
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multiple heights, as it allows not only bigger performances than the XY layout in terms of lower
LCOEs, but also the optimized solution allows bigger power productions (70T against 60T).

It is also relevant to see that the margin of improvement of the adopted XYZ-WFLO approach
is proportional to the power density. Whereas the improvement with respect to the XY-WFLO
is 0.4% for 20T, it is 1.4% for 80T and 3.7% for 120T. This is mainly due to the fact that higher
power densities entail stronger wake effects, so enabling a Z coordinate in the optimization
provides a bigger margin of improvement. On the contrary, in cases with a low PD (e.g. 20T),
adjusting the turbine height will have small impact, as wake effects are relatively small.

Regarding the morphology of the obtained layouts, results show both the mean and the SD
of the turbine heights proportional to the power density (fig. 5). On one side, the increase in
the dispersion reflects the need to spread the turbines alongside Z as the density of turbines
increases, in an effort to minimize wake effects. On the other side, increasing the height for
some turbines becomes more and more beneficial as wake effects increase due to a higher PD,
which increases the mean height. The exception of this behavior is seen in XY Z1Clus, which
does not increase its height (rather centered at ∼80 m) as PD increases. This is due to the fact
that, unlike the rest of XY Z algorithms, raising the turbine heights will not make wake effects
decrease, so there will be no reward that compensates the costs penalization with height.

Figure 5. Mean (a) and standard deviation (b) of the turbine heights for all wind farm densities
and algorithms.

The relationship between the dispersion of the turbine heights and the power density is
reflected in figure 6, which shows the evolution of the XY Z10Clusters heights throughout the
optimization. For the case of 20T, the evolution starts with a substantial dispersion, which
rapidly converges into very similar heights after ∼500 generations. On the other extreme, with
a very high PD (120T case) the heights of the Z-clusters develop through the generations until
approximately three main heights are established, and are kept until the end of the evolution.
Overall for all PDs, a positive relationship between the number of main heights and the increase
in PD is observed. (e.g., with 2 heights for 80T as seen before). However, 40T and 100T show
high outliers, with four and six main heights, respectively, which entails an issue to be addressed
in further research.

4. Summary and Conclusions
This work presented two new algorithms that enable the continuous search space of the top-
unconstrained Z coordinate for its optimization in a wind farm simultaneously to their position
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Figure 6. Evolution of the Z-clusters heights within the XYZ10Clus-WFLO algorithm, for 20T
and 120T.

in the XY plane (XYZ-WFLO), which were compared to the traditional WFLO optimization
limited tot the XY plane (XY-WFLO). Applied to different power densities, this has been
done to exploit the evidence seen in conceptual studies that allowing turbines adopting different
heights can provide significant benefit. One of the algorithms (XY ZInd) provides each individual
turbine the possibility to adopt any height beyond a bottom constrain. The other one consists
in a self-adaptive GA (XY ZClus) that allows turbines to dynamically cluster into a predefined
amount of heights, again throughout the top-unconstrained Z search space.

Results from the considered case study (Horns Rev I) with the same number of turbines as in
the real wind farm (80) yielded highest improvements for XY ZInd, with a 2.3% LCOE decrease
against the baseline layout, vs. a 0.88% obtained through XY-WFLO. When considering other
power densities, the highest performing solution was obtained for 70 turbines, with a 2.5%
improvement (again through XY ZInd). Interestingly, most of the improvement is already
attained when applying XY ZClus with two heights, with a 2% and a 2.25% LCOE decrease for
80 and 70 turbines, respectively. This highlights the special suitability for the usage of modular
segmented towers in projects where a few amount of different tower heights are required.

Results also showed that enabling the Z coordinate to the optimization admits a bigger
amount of turbines on the perimeter of the wind farm, which allows turbines to be less exposed
to wake effects. The layout solutions attained in this work present patterns of staggered turbines
in the Z plane, reproducing the staggered configurations investigated in conceptual studies via
LES (e.g., [2, 3]) or wind tunnel experiments (e.g., [1]). It is relevant to highlight that all
algorithms allowing for two or more heights cluster the turbines into very few heights, even
those having the allowance to distribute turbines into more levels. For instance, for the case of
80 turbines, algorithms tend to cluster turbines into only two heights, the low one around the
minimum allowed height (60 m), and the upper at approximately one rotor diameter (80 m)
above (140 m). This seems to reflect a balanced trade-off of the obtained upper levels, between
avoiding big wake effects and minimizing height-related costs (tower and foundations). This
number of height clusters shows in general a positive relationship with the power density, with
e.g., one and three clusters obtained for 20 and 120 turbines, respectively.

Results when assessing the sensitivity of the LCOE to the power density showed that, in
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addition to yielding more competitive LCOE values compared to XY-WFLO, the XYZ-WFLO
optima are obtained for a bigger number of turbines (70) than in XY-WFLO (60). This means
that on top of being economically most competitive, XYZ-WFLO solutions allow for a bigger
power production. In addition, it is observed that the beneficial effect of XYZ-WFLO compared
to XY-WFLO is proportional to the power density. Finally, for all power densities, it remains
clear that the main factor of improvement for the considered cost function is the allowance of
multiple heights, whereas the fact of simply allowing higher turbine heights per se yields only
marginal improvements compared to XY-WFLO, as it is the case of XY ZClus with one height.
This aspect was observed to be highly sensitive to the chosen cost function. For instance, other
tests with milder cost increments with height (as e.g., not considering the foundation costs
variation with height) did assign a relevant role to allowing a single turbine height to increase.

This study is subject to some simplifications and limitations. Firstly, the intrinsic
simplification associated to analytical wake models must be taken into account. Especially,
their response under a framework involving different turbine heights deserves further research.
Secondly, this work is subject to the limitations of the LCOE model used. Some elements are
neglected therein, such as the variation of the type of electricity cable among turbines depending
on the power supported in each cable section. Finally, it is worth highlighting that this work is
limited to an offshore wind farm with 2MW turbines, those in operation at HR1. The response
with turbines with higher rated powers, as well as the extension to onshore wind farms remain
topics of further research.
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